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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday: 4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R
Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.

• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 - 413 - 9537 [Line 1]
530 - 763 - 1594 [Line 2]
530 - 646 - 4187 [Line 3]
530 - 876 - 9146 [Analog 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
B Conference Call
C Skype
D

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
87 87 87#
Friday PIN #
23 23 23#
Saturday PIN #
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter. Find
MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Library Archives”.
• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download to the
site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
● The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:

http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

● Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144

II
A

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 213 - 342- 3000; PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
B
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Spiritual Healing Yoga - Rainbird's course: Sunday, Jan 27th – 712-775-7031; PIN 767722364#
• come early so RB can register us; she will be available for follow-up
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

Go to www.Spacestationplaza.com – to locate specific days & lots
more information: just keep scrolling down!

15th Thurs –13 IK – White cosmic wind: wrapping up the wave of Oc, the dog; the wind is how we listen to
our ancestors and change things
16th Fri – 1 AKBAL - new wave of Magic, calling in our abundance: Akbal the Night – a good inward wave
for winter time
17th Sat – 2 KAN – 2 is polarity, lunar, polarity; Kan is the seed, the flowering of our ideas – also a portal
day, extra dimensional – go through your seed catalogue on Sunday!
18th Sun – 3 CHICCHAN – snake, serpent, about shedding the old skin; 3 is activation – let go of our old
clothes
19th Mon – 4 CIMI - cimi is the link between worlds: past/present; birth/death
20th Tues – 5 MANIK – a new moon Manik the healing hand, the deer; 5 of centre, overtone spectral
State of the Union in the new moon cycle.
21st Wed - 6 LAMAT - the stargate, 6 is the rhythmic quality
22nd Thurs - 7 MULUC – another portal day: working with telepathy, intuition; 7 as the midpoint and
a powerful, resonant tone; in tune as well
• Saturday and Thursday are portal days – very powerful
MR: has been on these calls for 6 years or so; she is going to begin with a new format
• Ormena is coming tonight; in 6 weeks she will host the guest part and bring in another person
new to us!
• If anyone knows someone they would like the group to hear, please let her know.
• If anyone wants to make a presentation, also let her know – see her phone # / e-mail address on page 1
Annie Rose: was planning to be on tonight, but now cannot be reached.
[taken from last week's notes]
when she meditates, she focuses on the crown chakra and breathes in happiness and
breathes out love to the whole world; tries to cover the globe with love
• there are 4 major eclipses
Tara: • March 20th – total solar eclispe, new moon; equinox • April 4th full moon, total lunar
• June 21st Solstice
• Sept 13th partial solar eclipse, new moon
rd
• Sept 23 equinox
• Sept 28 a fullmoon, total lunar eclipse
• Dec 21st 2015 - solstice
Annie Rose:
• It's wonderful the President is giving State of the Union on the new moon day: Tuesday Jan 20 th
• the eclipses bother her: often portend the end of a life – J. Kerry is going to Europe again:
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• not sure he has enough security. His wife is out of the news, as are the children – good.
• Feels there will be news shortly of the tie-up between stories in Paris and the US.
• There will be another air tragedy – nothing we can do about it – not a planned thing. Travel is dangerous
for the next 2 weeks: leave early and take your time, whether driving or going by train: be alert of
next 2 weeks.
• Next Thursday, she sees a lot of happiness for a lot of people – we will be lighter!
• Feels good about the whole coming week.
• Someone in the group: keep knees and legs warm!
• Some gaining weight: accept the blame and watch what you eat!
• Feels a new strength in Rama: will get some physical new strength.
• MR will be invited on a trip somewhere: will have a wonderful time!
• Angelsu is going to hear from a loved one very soon – a younger relative: she will be happy about this.
• Also sees new things in the residence around Angelsu – she will either be given new things or find them
to buy them.
MR: knows when Angelsu moved, she did not get to bring all with her
AR: she will regain those things or replace them – has a beautiful smile on her face!
MR: yes, she's had some challenges – will be much happier!
• Sees new friends around her too.
• Not just America but everyone: will be an upturn for everyone
• will see a change in the world's economy in the next 2 weeks
• More travelling due to lower gas prices: means producing more gas which means more jobs!
AR is now able to do readings, as she has her sight back; 219 – 980 – 0010; call and leave name and
number; she will call back as she has free long distance.
• Expect the best; there are no accidents – accept what is happening and give thanks for what is coming
to us.
http://www.bbsradio.com/syncf/Stargate_Round_Table/Stargate_Round_Table_2015-01-15.mp3
Hard News:
T/R: AR talked about finances: the Euro went down US $ was 16.07 today • all the markets went down; Germany was one tenth of 1 % up!
• they will never give us dates, but we need to go completely to zero in Round 2
• Round 1 was last year – Feb 6, 2014
R: Leslie Marshall show – Heidi was on, Rama asked what is going to happen with the markets:
Heida talked about how all the markets on the planet are taking a nose dive; talked of bit coin being
a good investment because it is not controlled by the AI, the algorhythms, the machines running
Wall Street and the stock exchange.
• Heidi said good bye Euro – recommended bit coin:
• If it is hacked, it is back & running within the next little while: Max Keiser promoting it
all the time.
• the markets have to collapse completely, then we can move on
• they owe to the next 7 generations and counting – can never pay it back
• Switzerland pulled a fast one!
• Santa Fe: gas is $1.70. the old energies have to go out – cannot torture and kill people for
creating blogs or speaking truth to power: the energies in and of themselves are creating
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corrections in this sector of the MWG.
• Every single day there are stories about the craft
MR: there was one with the ball dropping out:
R: asked Tom the Cat – they were the Andromedans, just saying “Hi, we're here”; the formation was over
western Mass; the lady said OMG over 50 times in the video
• when this really starts happening, Mr 19.5 will hand the talking stick to our star brothers and sisters – it is
so on the money right now
• the ones not in charge are doing all they can to create more confusion, hatred and death and
violence across the planet; in contrast, more and more coming on the twitter feeds are talking of
how beautiful this planet is, and its healing; people are waking up and saying “no” to war
• Laura Flanders is back: We are many – a film; the filmaker says there has been a structural shift in
the public against war.
• Phyllis Bennis, author of Challenging Empire, says democracy in this country [US] is so flawed,
so under the control of the corporate interests and big money, that public opinion means very little
these days.” So they are putting it together that the voice of the public is not being heard, yet the
structural shift is towards no war
• Selma has been brought up again, but they want Brotherhood to win.
• It's MLK's birthday, as well as Michelle Obama's – she is 51: KOS sent R a card to sign for MO
• He wished her happy birthday and said “Please run in 2016; you will win! Please announce the
presence of my father!!! Sent best wishes from all of us!
• there are so many good things happening in spite of the polarization caused by the fake story about
terror: Al Quada, Boca Haram, the others are ALL FAKE. The 3 incidents in Belguim: 300 Belgians
have gone to Syria and got radicalized and 100 came back; the police went after the 3 cells
• All this goes back to 9/11 – Bush Cheney etc their cadres in Project for a New America: no one has gone
to jail for this!
• Yet Don Seigalman has been sitting in solitary and shackles: he caught Karl Rove doing
something re elections: Rove sent letter to soliders were were not at home because they were in
Irag, and to students were not at home because they were in school: when the letters came back,
they took those names off the voting lists – it was millions of votes that did not count. Karl Rove got
Don S thrown in jail, and not himself.
• Now they are going to try and convict the man who is supposed to have done Aurora
Reading: Swiss franc sent shock waves through the global financial system

[SEE BELOW]

Guest: Omena [full name is Philomena]

[via Skype] – will be coming back in 6 weeks and
bringing in someone else.
• will talk about what happens after death – amazing what does happen that most don't know about as
they are full of fear
• a natural born spiritual medium and clairvoyant, and soul historian

CL: talking about her Skype handle [anemo]; Omena is her higher self.
T: the way she reversed her name reminded T of the Great Reversal which has been bantered about for
years about the after life
•Things have been changing so much that there are people not dying any more, not getting sick any more;
• knows someone who is 1000 years old, 217, 700 years old & others not telling how old they are
• How does this story about the afterlife and people not going there?
O: people are not dying because they didn't buy into the belief system that our lives end at a certain age.
• Also, the orginal blue print was there is no such thing as death. In the physical form, some
people have done their time on earth want to go. Others done
•there is a paradigm shift in the super conscious mind; the energy of the earth is becoming much
higher: people beginning to open up and people are beginning to retrieve the real purpose they are
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here: some are able to master the decay of the body or by sheer will want to be here for a long
time in spirit as well as in physical
• we co-exist anyway; even if we can't see them, they are all around us: it's like parallel lives all the time:
eventually we will all go back to the original blueprint - NO SUCH THING AS DEATH! Until the
ego became involved.
T: When did the ego get started on this story?
• Talking at the souls' history andwe existed in the spiritual world and we were all equal, then we
wanted to make a separate journey to the earth; that is when the personality developed and the
personality of the ego developed at that time, and most people forgot the ego of the soul
T: Like when we got free will choice
• Souls got the gift of free will when they wanted to move from the Celestial home; whatever they
thought is what they created
T: We forgot about the fact that we are responsible for the consequences
• there is no judgement on the other side; there is a whole education we go through
• when a soul passes from the body, some are ready for that because of illness; it it's sudden, they
may be asleep for a while; they are not being allowed to sleep so long any more; have to wake up
• a soul has to go throught the Hall of Remembrance and experience both the pain and the joy they
gave to others; this happens before going before the Karmic Board
• there is no hell, no judgment: we judge ourselves we have to look at what we have to correct in
the spiritual world; therefore no fear: you are shown what you created, you are asked how are you
going to un create it or fixing the things that were not so nice.
T: so we get to re-write our contract?
• If you are allowed to; not every soul is allowed back on the planet; sometimes they have to go to
another planet;
• there is 7 houses to pass through before they can ascend and they go back and forth between
each house until they complete what they need to in each house.
Caller: agrees that the soul is forever. What does it mean when living in 3D world & we have years of
missing time?? What is happening with the soul contract
• the diff between the 3D world and other: the 3D world is one on time; the soul has no time
• the soul has experience and a memory bigger than an elephant; remembers all
• it has no time and no dimension – it's a celestial part of us; the soul never dies – if the body
wears out , the soul goes & gets a new one, depending on the contract
• The soul can cancel a contract if the the soul has the insight as to why it made the contract in the
first place and if it has the insight to forgive whatever it was supposed to do or not – can happen in
a second
• there are consquences to cancelling things: if you came in for a special purpose, have to talk to
the karmic board for advice about how you want to re-do this, or if you have to do a contract with
another person
Question: Can we access this in our deep sleep?
• Absolutely; just ask your guide to come in; ask the question & let it ruminate for a while and be
aware when it comes to you
Caller: wants some sunshine where he lives: Bangkok, Thailand – has been 20* F and sleeping with
blankets! That's how cold it is.
O: get the angels to move the clouds and bring in the sunshine
CL: some ideas on how we can go about remembering: what tools do you suggest?
O: be able to be very specific about the question you have to ask: write it down & ask the
Universe and ask your guides to help with the answer;
•The universe does not have a sense of humour; we just have to be precise and we have to be
aware of what we hear or what is around us; listen to your inner voice which does not lie
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• She herself asked all kinds of questions about what her REAL purpose was: you have to educate
people about the soul. So she opened up to her soul and to everyone's souls
• when she does readings, the soul opens up and she sees why they have trouble changing etc
• suggests it's all about awareness, and have to believe your soul is your totality in this live and
other lives and it remains with you until you ascend.
MR: for people to explore this individually, as you are talking about, how do they connect with you?
O: Website: OMENA777.com – all contact info is there; also does seminars wherever she is invited
• she does not interfere with free will either: when she does reading, she wants people to ask
questions because she wants them to hear what they want to know; they are responsible for what
they want to know.
•She gets the info from the person's soul or from a group soul – come into together and come into
different parts of the world, yet they share similar characteristcs.
CL: when she connected with MR, felt an immediate affinity – that tells C that she is part of a soul group
• yes, this is an example of a soul connection – you are working to the common good and
both have similar goals in mind as to how to help humanity
MR: she has met people in her lifetime; first 40 years, then things shifted for the 2 nd 40 years & now she
feels the knowingness of doing different things from here on: the ones she works with now are
those who came together to finish something
• when you meet people you do a project with, there can be a knowingness and since Robert has
integrated with her: She met someone and said she wanted to work with that person, and realized
afterwards that she made a commitment and never checked, did her due diligence!
• sometimes we are not aware of something until afterwards – and it's “what just happened? “
O: Yes, it has to penetrate into your sub- conscious mind and wake you up a bit: that is where the knowing
comes from: knowing that you are to work with them for a purpose
• that is the part about having the faith, and sometimes the conscious mind gets in the way – once
you get the knowing, you have to anchor it: The knowing is real, does not lie –
And Knowing it having someone being your best friend does not mean you will always agree! But
you won't lose sight of the goal and that's how you know!
Caller: concerning the history of the earth: that the soul was dumped here as a prison place
• the theory that the souls here are entrapped here: does not know where the timeline is
• the 2nd theory is trapped by the light
O: has no information on it – she has a problem with the theory – goes back to free will choice
• if people were trapped it's because they wanted to be here: the soul that journeys to the earth
wanted to be here, for specific experiences
• the human being on earth is the only one that can experience physical, emotional, mental,
spiritual worlds at the same time – that is a major gift!
• The world continues to be a beautiful place, and most people are beautiful people
• we have been infiltrated by beings from other planets; have to look at what kind of theories or
trappings that would engage the people and lock them into place – that can only happen when
there is a lot fear; when people are in fear, their free will goes out the window!
Caller: asks about what is his future, given voice tone, vibration, etc
O: not a fortune teller: your free will creates your furture, ake a look at where you want to do – dragging the
past with you, it makes the water very muddy!
• One of the missions is to love self more, accept self more
• and looking for a peaceful place to go! Caller agrees.
• She says you also have some fears about where you want to go to find that peaceful place
• How much really is in there [in response to “Not really” ] Need to get down to 1% of “not really”
• You are also carrying fear of the unkown; need to develop a bit more faith in self about the
choices: almost like he needs permission: if you need that, she gives it to him!
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• We often have layers and layers of things we have to walk through, and often it is the fear that
can stop us from moving forward into the future both on this earth and the next
• We always think the future will be worse than what we know: the fear of the unknown is far better
when we get there! It is about embracing the future as long as we don't carry too much baggage.
Hard to step into the future when we are living in the past.
T: we are in the place of where there is no future and no past, it looks like a real horror story!
• She gave a statement that was really a quote from someone who made a film: We are many.
• He said “There has been a structural shift in the public against war.”
• Where there is a collective mind and heart, a planetary mind, that makes a shift of such import –
can you talk about this in terms of how we started in the beginning where there are many
more people who are living longer because they picked up on the idea that we don't have to
die at a certain time.
• Now we are picking up the fact that there has many more people picking up that we have to fight
wars endlessly – so a powerufl collecitive mind – how does that affect us?
O: things begin at the personal level – subject can be war, racism, poverty, etc: we no longer want it
• Then the individual joins with others of the same thought and that is where the power gathers
• It's part of the future where the consciousness is rising in the individual - the positive thoughts
will gather & this creates the energy which goes into the universe and creates a paradigm shift in
the human mind
• Humans are not using all their brain; the mind is an open book if we just get our old belief
systems out of the way and allow the new systems to come in – no war, no poverty; equaltiy equality in the spiritual world means everyone is equal because everyone has a soul: everyone is
the same in the human race anyway: she's hoping that what T is talking about gathers more
strength • every thing begins with a thought – every negative thought goes into the universe and gathers
with that energy; every positive thought gathers with that kind of energy.
• people who live longer and don't reflect their age: will find they are positive thinkers: their friends
are positive thinkers, things around them are positive, basically happy people: what we think has
an awful lot to do with who we are and what we are: religion is what we do; spirituality is who we
are.
• If we can integrate both for the higher good and give more credence to the spiritual beings we
we are; that is a powerful thing in terms of uniting people: it helps us grow, the others grow
• Thinks it will take a long time before we evolve into paradise where there is no war or poverty.
T: yes, some things move at a certain pace: the idea that there is a power that wants to end the barbaric
way of treating our neighbours – and we have extremes going on that are promulgated by the 13
families: the 1/10th of 1% that have all the wealth with an enormous weath gap –
• yet the collective power of wanting peace: we have been told that there are 50,000 new
technologies that have been suppressed and they are the quantum leap that will remit all disease as that engine for peace is growing, and the time we call “time” is already far more receded in the
consciousness than we actually realize
O: if we can raise the consciousness of people 51% of the world, there will be no war or poverty – it will
take that much, as the earth has karma as do nations so do people in the countries – will take a
while for that to happen
• the earth has been infiltrated by beings from other places that have no consciousness ; that
makes a difference in whatever their goals are: it is our job to raise our consciousness to overcome
these other systems. If it is not for the higher good, ti does not get her attention
T: as we think, so it is. It has been said many times: the will of the people has been obliterated from the
political map because wealth is so out of balance with peoples' will that they think they can wield
the power that this wealth seemingly brings
• there are things going on – especially tonight:- that this economy which is the worst form of
captialism it is really corporatism which is collapsing from the top down because they have over2015, Jan 15
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extended everything
• the one hook she has seen: the fracking business is a war between coutnries, meaning they
have been at any cost to make some money, have been ruining the water and killing people
O: She understands this, but this subject is not in her expertise
T: what hit her strongly today: the little bit of money that those companies get is drying up: that money has
been fueling the hedge funds for the elites; they are not based in anything real and those funds are
collapsing and they have been the only thing runing the entire earth and when they collapse, we
can start again.
O: that is huge! Money is the source of all evil – all the old stuff has to break down – it hits us at every level:
physical, mental, spiritual, etc - and the positive energy helps rebuild the new energy
T: on the big picture with Thom Hartmann: the Republicans are denying climate change – that is political –
they know better, but they just want to make more money on the fossil fuels
• Climate change is not linear: the part that is non-linear can go exponential now – we can go to the
22nd century before we have to worry about it.
• NO WAY – THE METHANE GAS IS LEAKING FROM UNDER THE CAPS AT THE n AND s
POLE – IT IS SUPER LETHAL.
• AND THE JET STREAM REACHING FURTHER SOUTH – REACHED FLORIDA LAST WEEK, WHEN IT
USED TO BE UP THE ARCTIC CIRCLE – STARTED A LOOP WHICH has been growing, the heat
from the equatorial region is 6x hotter than before;
• So every time we get a jet stream fall, there is now 6x more heat going up the the Arctic circle
– the melting of the caps and the adicification of the ocean is critical because of the methane gas
going into the water – the acifying is killing the animals in the seas and killing the oxygen in the sea
• and water is the source of oxygen for the people too, more than the forests. The will of the
people is now being manifested in spite of the noses on the faces of the wealthy; they have kind
of booted themselves by going against Mother Nature
O: it will collpase becuae it is ego-driven – not sure when: in the spiritual growth, the more we grow, the
less we need; spiritually, we will morph into other energies that means we will not require what the
earth has to offer
T: knows people that don't need, food, water etc – live on prana
O: they are people who have gone back to their spiritual selves
T: more and more this is happening: someone took people over to Thailand after the tsunami and a 2 week
period where she taught: they had about ½ glass of water a day, but they did not leave the
darkness: a transformation, metamorphisis in the pineal gland which is like a new birth: don't have
to eat or drink after such a thing
O: people have to be ready to do this; has to do with raising awareness, and the pineal gland can keep us
from aging and other things - lots of people don't know how to exercise the pineal gland and so we
get older This merges the spiritual energy and the light energy; has to be in people's belief system
that they have to let go of all the old belief systems so they can grow spiritually and reclaim their
spirituality which is where we began.
T: as more of us do that and create more of a balance with the ecological systems we are in, it is definitely
possible to reverse things, does not have to collapse in terms of the things we can grow again
• Like MR says, being called to grow good food, reclaim the land and other thing
•It is possible as we do that – we can prevent the collapse of the eco systems
O: Yes, we had the power to create, can now uncreate it
CL: talked about beings with no consciousness; if you are being, you have consciousness – meaning?
O: there are beings from other universes with no emotional bodies, ties to other people or other things –
they are so intelligent that have no emotional consciousness or ties to other beings – have no
problem wiping out those in their way
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• humans have all 4 bodies together and it is that kind of power that prevents other people from taking over
the planet. And so far other beings have not taken over the planet!
O: her experitse is really the soul, which is were all the power lies: tied to our Higher Selves, to our Creator,
to our spiritual selves; what we create, we can uncreate
CL: asks about the practices she has done to develop connections to our Higher Selves
O: she commanded help from her guides; she chooses to work with just the highest;
• has 7 Ascended Masters – they have been on the earth, incarnated and are now ascended – this
is the kind of energy she wants around her. Some times she thinks she's coming across as being
a bit craxy – one foot in one world, a foot in another – she knows it's real but sometimes the
visions, dreams she relates, she hopes others think she not crazy
• Knowing her soul's history and has no shame about that: know that you did it, it was experience; forgive
yourself if you are not happy with what you did: need self-acceptance in order to accept others.
• Karma is the real equalizer.
CL: when you hear of all the things you have done, you recognize you would never say you wouldn't do
that
O: The soul comes to earth for experiences; sometimes what the soul does can be positive or negative
• she remembers being a higher up in Chinese society, male; if she didn't like the way someone
look at him, had the head cut off and enjoyed it! It is about accepting self where it was – now she
knows she would not do
that today! Not repulsed by it as it was part of society at the time.
Has the ability to do that with her tongue but keeps that in check all the time!
• She's a better person for acknowledging that – people should just listen to the whispers of the soul and
write it down – it's amazing what it can reveal to you: have to ask. She just says “Show me”
• and she might get a person right in her face that she would like to take their head off so she
blesses them a 1000 times!
O: lives in Connecticut, born and raised in Ireland – has been a long time in America.
MR: talks about doing numerology for people: the soul chooses the numbers and the letters, and the stage
it wants to do its dance on
O: Yes, the soul chooses the time it wants to be born, the parents, the contracts –
when she does a reading for people, they begin to realize why they chose those parents: takes a
powerful soul to be born a recurring alcoholic, for example.
• the biggest mistake, downfall is to personalize everything as you are taking in the other person's
negative energy which does not help. This happens because the soul will sit back and wait until you
get there: it can take eons because there is no time; on an inner level, it is always working
• when you want help you have to ask for it: be specific, don't wish for it – you'll get it
Caller from CA: talks about what was said at the beginning: the progress that humans are making now in
the evoluition of consciousness: has to originate in self awareness, and we are counting on the
energy from Galactic Centre that is coming in and raising the energies of all
• On the other hand, there are those who have the mentality of the psychopath?
O: yes, they show the tendencies
CA: yes; no guilt or remorse for any actions so there can be no self-correction
• You do not believe that we have reached 50 %?
O: No we are about 30- 35% now
CA: Is this increasing in a different rhythm now because of what we are being exposed to in terms of
energies from the cosmos?
O: how the energy works, according to her: the energy of the earth is rising due to positive energy
it ; has to clean out all the -ve energies first – the poverty, violence, the killing for no reason - has to
come up and be gotten rid of it; creates lots of turbulence – yes,
CA: in order to transmute, you have to have 51% of the consciousness collecitvely and with each other?
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O: Yes we are doing it collectively and with each other
• she works in the mental health world: the people she sees are in the survival mode, spirituality is
required but they are in the religious mode, not the spiritual mode
• she works on getting them to raise the vibrations and work on their spiritual selves: just smiling at
someone raises the energy!
• Anything positive we do for the higher good makes a difference
Caller: Is the general malaise of humanity a very depleted emotional Body?
O: No, they are lazy; bought into the belief systems that keep them where they are; you can live in poverty
and be spiritual; many people on earth are spiritually lazy whether they are rich or poor.
T: was told that the damage from all the spiritually lazy or whatever we call it: the timeline has changed to
such an extent: there's a Prime Directive is non intervention in a civiliation's development by higher
beings unless there is psyhic or nuclear holocaust AND WE HAVE BOTH to such an extreme
that the damage that has happened to Mother Earth and we have not paid any attention to the
damage to the Earth mother or to any of the other planets in the solar system and beyond
• The timeline has been overrulled due to what has happened.
• there is so much damage that there is divine intervention at this moment that is laying the land into the
new space collectively for everyone; those who are not able to grasp it at a level where they are not
evil - those souls will be moved to other planetary systems without death and they will be unaware
that they are just moving along; they will have things will missing but they will just move on.
• this earth as a being has said there is no time for wasting; it is time for me to move on, and those not
ready are moved somewhere else and we are moving faster than has been said we can do
O: she believes this: if you don't grow, you're gonna go!
MR: the terminology we use is interesting: what she is working with is regenerative and sustainability farming, living, teaching people how to do regenerative, sustainable;
• what O is saying is what's pushing her; not necessarity about organic, but about regneration and
sustainability - it's land, people, everything
O: that is part of your mission: going back to the natural and cultivating the natural as sustaining
T: more and more climatologists are saying there has to be intervention, no more waiting, as the non-linear
change is upon us; there is confirmation from different disciplines saying this is necessary
• let's stay open and not wati for millions of moons.
O: there should be more to the science of spirituality; beginning to recognize this
T: there are a large group of esoteric astronomers who are moving astronomy into a more spiritual view –
• they are being shown things because of their mind set and heart set; the others are not ready
for it
O: the old brain will shrivel up and the new brain will be much bigger and more like a computer is supposed
to be: will take in all the information and put out the needed info
T: we do have a nuclear holocaust: there were 2 nukes planted in 1945 by the US as a threat to Japan
• You misbehave and we'll pull one on you: the Rockefellers signalled it to go at Fukishima and
there was an explosion and a tsunami
• has burned a hole in the earth's crust from there to the opposite side of the earth: about 2 – 300
miles into the sea from the bottom of Argentina; the radiation from the Pacific Ring of Fire is
now filling the Atlantic ring of Fire: an emergency! Avery critical situation.
• Things are moving quicker than the timeline might perceive itself to be because the larger
community is intervening and we are thankful for that!
MR: grateful for her insights and the sharing and helping people understand how things work
O: will do a show before she goes – Feb 19th – she'll give MR info about the guest she will have on
OMENA777.com – all her contact info is there
OMENA777.ATT.net
Or call Marietta Robert
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Hard News
T: thanks MR for the guest! She's part of this soul family!
•We should study this heavenly body, Nessus, that is here for the next 3 years
• It is part of the divine intervention
• Has been told that the transition period extends itself til 2023
Carl Boudreau:

Neptune Nesus and Chiron in Pisces

[SEE BELOW]

AA Zadkiel from Radiant Rose – 23 min, invoking the Violet flame
• a young man from Saudia Arabia: he started a blog site where people could say what they felt • Wahabbism – very strict sect: women cannot sing, have to wear hijab
• The young man has been sentenced to 10 years with 1000 lashes – 50 lashes a week
• Tara said his back looked the same as the back of the man in “12 years a slave” – his back looked the
• His wife and 3 children escaped and have asylum in Canada – scheduled to get another 50 tomorrow –
• Amnetsy International is opening this up to the world
• Put this young man and the old ways of looking at things in the Circle of Support:
If you do not grow, have to go!
Reading: the I Ching
Closing:

[SEE BELOW]

Angelsu

http://www.bbsradio.com/syncf/Stargate_Round_Table/Stargate_Round_Table_2015-01-15.mp3
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-01-17
Swiss franc sent shock waves through the global financial system
by Ludo Rubben ·
http://www.rubben.be/2015/01/8599/swiss-franc-sent-shock-waves-through-the-global-financial-system/

REUTERSGerman bond yields hit record lows on Friday while fears about Greek banks sent the country’s
borrowing costs spiraling — signs of the fallout from the Swiss National Bank’s shock decision to scrap its
currency cap. A surge in the Swiss franc after the SNB abandoned its 1.20 limit against the euro Thursday
saw investors flee equities and other risky assets, parking money instead in top-rated bonds. | REUTERS
What happened to the Swiss franc?
NEW YORK – One of the world’s safest investments — the Swiss franc — has swung wildly this week after
the central bank in Switzerland announced it would scrap its policy of limiting the rise of the currency.
It may seem like an arcane move, but it’s not. The Swiss National Bank’s surprise decision on Thursday
caused the franc to surge against the euro and dollar, sending shock waves through the global financial
system.
Holders of Swiss francs profited handsomely, but many investors and brokerage firms were pounded with
losses. Two brokerage firms in London and New Zealand have announced huge losses and will have to
close. A New York-based currency broker said clients suffered significant losses, and it needed an
emergency loan to stay in business.
The turmoil is all the more unsettling because, like U.S. bonds, the dollar and gold, the Swiss franc has
been viewed as a haven for investors, thanks to the stability and wealth of the Swiss government.
Here’s what happened to the franc and why it matters:
How did we get here?
Since 2011, the Swiss National Bank has had a program to keep its franc from appreciating too much
against other currencies — most importantly the euro, says Ian Gordon, a currency strategist with Bank of
America Merrill Lynch.
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The franc’s rapid rise makes goods and products produced in Switzerland more expensive and less
competitive in other countries. The bank set a limit of 1.20 francs to the euro to keep its rise in check.
So what happened next?
After several years, it became untenable for the SNB to keep up its program. The euro is continuing to
weaken against other currencies, notably the dollar, and the European Central Bank is likely to start
stimulus programs that would weaken the European currency even further.
The SNB decided to allow the market to re-price the franc Thursday. This caused a massive re-pricing of
the currency that led to the franc to gain more than 20 percent against the euro.
Reserve currencies do not move like this, so a 20 percent move in the franc was considered historic,
investors said.
How did the Swiss bank’s move hurt banks and traders?
Because currencies don’t usually move much in a single day, traders often use significant leverage to boost
their returns. Leverage of 50:1 is not unheard of in the currency market.
Because the franc is heavily traded, the SNB’s decision reverberated throughout other currency markets
and caused abnormal moves. This left traders exposed to massive losses. Anyone who had bet against the
franc, even just a little bit, was hit.
Where the losses likely happened were in euro. Here’s an example: A trader invested $100,000 in euros
and borrowed 19 times that amount as leverage, or $1.9 million, for a total investment of $2 million in
euros. The 5 percent decline of the euro against the dollar Thursday would have created a $5,000 loss for
the investor’s money and a $95,000 loss in the leveraged money. The investor would have lost everything.
Reports also emerged that the SNB’s move inflicted large losses on the some of the world’s biggest banks.
The Wall Street Journal reported Citigroup and Deutsche Bank had lost more than $150 million in the
turmoil following the bank’s decision.
Mark Costiglio, a spokesman for Citi declined to comment on the report, as did Deutsche Bank
spokeswoman Renee Calabro.
Why are some brokerages folding?
When investors borrow money as leverage, that leveraged money has to come from somewhere. In this
case, it came from the brokers where these clients had accounts. Any losses that exceed a client’s balance
would have left brokerage firms exposed.
New York-firm FXCM said Thursday that the movement of the Swiss franc generated “negative equity
balances” of $225 million, meaning its clients owed the firm $225 million. It is likely that FXCM will have
difficulty getting back most of that money. FXCM had to get an emergency $300 million investment from
Leucadia National to stay in business.
Other brokers said similar things. New Zealand brokerage firm Excel Markets said, “when a client cannot
cover their losses it is passed onto us,” which left Excel without the capital it needed to operate.
Does it matter to stocks and bonds?
Swiss stocks were hit hard by the currency moves. When a country’s currency gains in value, it makes
goods made in that country more expensive on the global market. Swiss manufacturers now have products
that are 15 to 20 percent more expensive than they were three days ago — making it more difficult for
Swiss companies to compete.
http://www.rubben.be/2015/01/8599/swiss-franc-sent-shock-waves-through-the-global-financial-system/
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2014, Dec 31

Carl Boudreau Astrology for 2015

“Nothing is hidden that will not be released”? Wow. Thank you for the update, Carl. ~ BP
Astrology Status for December 31, 2014 – Happy New Year, Sort Of
Neptune, Nessus and Chiron in Pisces
Nessus, Chiron and Neptune have been traveling the Zodiac together for the better part of the last ten
years. Neptune and Chiron have been together in Pisces since February of 2011. Nessus first entered
Pisces in April of 2014 and remained there until it retrograded into Aquarius in August.
Nessus’s initial foray into Pisces coincided with several of the most difficult months, psychologically and
spiritually, in recent memory. http://on.fb.me/1K34rB5 Social, political and economic conditions showed
improvement, but our personal lives came under great pressure.
In February 2015, Nessus will complete its transition into Pisces, joining Neptune and Chiron for the full
transit. They will all remain together in Pisces until 2018 when Chiron enters Aries. The force of this
grouping will be accentuated by squares from Saturn.
We are dealing here with a rare and unusually intense dose of difficult and unfamiliar energy. In a sense,
we are being blind-sided.
To the best of my knowledge, these three bodies have not been together in Pisces since at least 650 A.D.,
probably a lot longer, and more than a thousand years before any of these bodies were discovered. ( 650
A.D. is the earliest date for which data on Chiron are available.) It will not happen again until about 2502
and for only a comparatively brief stretch. Saturn will be in Cancer.
Indeed, it is rare to find these bodies together in a single sign at all, especially with a difficult aspect from
Saturn. In all those centuries between 650 A.D. and now, Neptune, Nessus and Pisces were together in the
same sign once, in Sagittarius, in 665 A.D. Saturn was in Capricorn.
On the macro level, this triple transit of Pisces could bring a significantly higher than normal incidence of
natural and man-made disasters, including instances of violence and hardship. The energies will all but
certainly manifest negatively on the individual level.
However, on both the collective and individual levels we are likely to benefit somewhat from the immunity
conferred on us by Nessus’s temporary stay in Pisces last summer. Many of us got to grips with the
energies of Neptune, Nessus and Chiron in Pisces then. By all accounts, it was rough. Hopefully, some of
those lessons stuck.
A Time of Psychological and Spiritual Crisis
Chiron wields the power to forcibly break down our ego’s resistance to psychological, spiritual and moral
growth. Chiron often precipitates spiritual crises.
On the individual level, Chiron often works through emotional or physical injuries, which are often, but not
always, karmic in nature. Chiron will cause sudden, surprising accidents that bring with them sudden,
surprising realizations, or expansions of mental and emotional boundaries. On the macro-level, Chiron can
work through natural and man-made disasters.
Working together, Chiron and Neptune will expose hidden injuries and incomplete healing. Neptune
dissolves the veils of unconsciousness that hide unhealed injuries and unresolved issues. This energy will
almost certainly manifest at crisis levels in some cases.
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Resistance Isn’t Futile
Nessus governs our ability to resist negative, destructive emotions – our own or those of others. It governs,
for example, our ability resist the desire for payback, or revenge, individually or as part of a group. Nessus
also governs our ability to resist pressure to do wrong or to remain silent while others do wrong. Nessus is
about retaining our moral independence. I strongly suspect that bad Nessus energies play a role in
discrimination and the persecution of minorities.
On the individual level, Nessus works by translating guilt we incur by compromising our moral principles
into chronic physical or psychosomatic illness. Nessus, builds strength of character over time. It teaches us
to maintain a positive, patient, compassionate attitude toward ourselves and others – to do and say the
right thing – despite our own discomfort. Long term.
On the macro-level, Nessus will teach us to resist war hysteria, for example, as well as racism, sexism and
other forms of discrimination. I am not sure how Nessus achieves its effects on the macro-level. It probably
isn’t pleasant.Neptune and Nessus in combination will penetrate and dissolve the veils that conceal moral
weakness and ‘motivate’ us to overcome those weaknesses on both an individual and a collective level.
Neptune, Nessus and Chiron and Saturn to Boot
None of these bodies will conjoin the others while they are all in Pisces (good news!). However, their
difficult influence will be intensified by Saturn’s broad square to Pisces from Sagittarius. The Saturn square
will be exact on the dates below (UT is used throughout):
~ Saturn in Sagittarius Squares Nessus in Pisces: May 2, 2015 and Sept. 26, 2015.
~ Saturn in Sagittarius Squares Neptune in Pisces: Nov. 26, 2015, Jun. 18, 2016 and Sept. 10, 2016.
~ Saturn in Sagittarius Squares Chiron in Pisces: Dec. 28, 2016, Apr. 30, 2017 and Nov. 2, 2017.
Saturn leaves Sagittarius for the full transit of Capricorn in December 2017. The troublesome trio will
remain behind together in Pisces until 2018 when Chiron enters Aries.
Nothing Is Hidden That Will Not Be Released
Many of the negative patterns in our lives and in world events are the result of negative patterns imbedded
and preserved in our individual ego or in our collective unconscious, or both. As long as those patterns
remain essentially unchanged in our unconscious, social, political and economic reform can only go so far.
Our ego, or the mass mind, will block reform and progress, trying to keep its embarrassing secrets hidden,
its pain buried and its illusory comfort and imaginary security assured.
Neptune, Nessus and Chiron in Pisces, with an assist from Saturn in Sagittarius, will help us overcome and
overpower the ego’s resistance to the removal of these defective patterns. In that way, these planets will
dramatically increase the scope and pace of social, economic and political reform.
Not Every Bad Thing is the Result of Bad Personal Karma
I want to avoid the implication that all negative experiences triggered by these transits are the result of
personal bad karma. The aspects I discussed above should not be understood in terms of “punishment,”
“judgment” or “retribution.”
Even the very wise have difficulty understanding what is the result of karma and what is the result of
random, impersonal and unavoidable circumstance. Often they are the result of sacrifices made in the
interests of spiritual evolutionary progress.
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The Broader, Positive Astrological Context
We need to be mindful, too, that, despite the releases triggered by this influence, we will be
experiencing the power of the positive synchronicity of Saturn’s Sagittarius transit in our lives.
http://on.fb.me/1K34CMS
While we are enduring what might turn into a marathon release of psychological and spiritual
negativity, we will probably not have to worry also about global economic and political collapse.
http://starshipearththebigpicture.com/2015/01/01/carl-boudreau-astrology-for-2015/
***************************************
2015-01-11

The I Ching ~The Week of January 12, 2015

#1 Qian Energy/Inspiration/Dragon
Above: Qian
Below: Dui

Heaven
Heaven

The Wisdom:
The strength and force of the Dragon
Inspiration in its primal presence
This is the source of Great Success
Your spirit helpers have delivered you to the gates of Change. Now is your time to pass through the gates
where you will make the shift into great creativity and with passion and inspiration. The force of the
Cerulean Dragon, who is calm collected and very dangerous when aroused, is your helper and offers you
the gift of persistence. Persistence is necessary as you begin this new and fresh cycle of manifestation and
transformation.
The energy you are about to receive, or are already gaining, is a primal force that is emerging from your
depths and will transform and obliterate what have previously been obstacles. With proper consideration
and respect of spirit forces you will shift energetically into the divine process of being in harmony with the
rhythm of Gaia, the earth force, in all her sacred glory. You now have the opportunity to gain clarity as to
what is to be joined together and what shall be torn asunder. Obstacles old and new will now appear in
multitudinous numbers. These challenges come now because you are in the light of shining opportunities
from the heavens, and the ego wants the power.
Having motives of self-interest, power over others or greed at this time will, with certainty, bury you in the
depths of despair and depression and you will be cast out through the very gates you have worked so hard
to pass through. You will be thrown back into the most negative and deleterious part of the cycle that is now
ending, causing you to repeat those lessons again and again, until you learn to be in harmony with the
Universal laws of compassion, kindness, integrity, working for the greater good of all humanity with grace
and dignity. The benefit now is to give up the front you have been showing to your tribe, relations and
associates. This act serves you no more. You have been fronting.
Qian represents yang energy at its highest vibratory force. You are now positioned to have what you want,
and through diligent, unceasing effort, to keep it. If you adhere to the truth and the universal laws that
illuminate truth, your gains through effort will not slip away as in the past.
Examine your motives for the success you seek. Be certain that it is for your highest good, as well as for
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the good of all. Recognize your own habitual thoughts and reactive behaviors that do not serve the highest
good, and make a concerted effort to discard these outworn patterns. Replace them with positive thoughts
and actions. The words you think are more powerful, and have greater effect than the words you say. Be
conscious and have unceasing diligence as you travel this road less travelled. It can be frightening as you
face the dragons of your past that have been fed by the darkness you have been challenged with and the
darkness of which you have been an agent.
If you have, in the last cycle, given much effort to correcting your own negative thoughts and the actions
that arise out of them, be diligent and do not let the energy, power, and enthusiasm of this inspirational
force sway you from your pure and righteous path. In so many ways you have been asleep. This journey
now is of wakefulness and entering into the frequency of spirit force that is imbued with and supported by
Gaia. If you accept the challenge you will embody the frequency of divine transformation and become a
beacon of light for all who cross your path and those you seek as your fellows. It is now simply your choice,
one of life and death. It is that blatant.
You have been hoping and planning
For the clarity that will be revealed;
With a considered strategy
Now is the time to
Consider your plans and put them into action.
Fasten your seat belt for this ride.
In many ways you have felt like your success has been hidden somewhere and you were at wits end and
lacked the key to finding it. The truth is, you never needed a key; you just had to be persistent and use your
creativity to open any door the universe has been keeping locked. Within these actions, the axiom of follow
your bliss is of prime importance. This is your opportunity for redemption.
>From deep within is the mystical force that moves you between the worlds of your reality, the world of the
unseen. You are calling on this force with the wisdom of the ancestors and the Dragon spirit of inspiration.
Keep in mind that to release this dragon is of great danger if you are not in harmony with the frequency of
your inner truth and in balance with the correctness of the times. These are unique times, the earth matrix
has never been here before so there is no history to examine and consider. You are on your own. Again it is
stated without full consideration and the honoring of the greater good you will, with certainty, bring danger
to you and your tribe.
Here, now, at this very point, you must not give up on the projects and relationships that you have found to
be difficult and hard to achieve. Stay in your truth no matter what challenges are placed before you. The
right projects and relationships will stay and where there is doubt or avarice, they will quickly fade.
Be fully awake as you make these
Moves toward completing your plans;
Be steady and seek your inner wisdom;
Replace doubt and fear
With compassion and kindness.
In all worldly matters, invoke the power of your intuition. Have surety that your ideas are correct and in line
with the Universal laws of compassion and kindness…. be firm and steady, and plan your strategy well. In
this way, what you have worked for will come to you and remain, as long as you do not become egotistical
or arrogant in the light of your achievements. Stay within the boundaries of humility.
Don’t get sidetracked now as this powerful yang energy propels you toward the realization of your dreams.
Your sexual energy is coming to the forefront, and as it does, make it useful and pleasurable for all the
while staying with your inner stillness. Be as the Cerulean Dragon and be cool and calm, so when aroused
you are strong and fierce. Note well the lessons learned up to this point, the ones that illuminate your heart,
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mind, and spirit. Have compassion for those whom you love and who love you, and practice loving
kindness toward all.
Along with this great energy coming to you there is responsibility to act in favor of the greater good. If your
ego wants to use the energy of the Dragon of inspiration and creativity to activate base or negative words
or deeds, immediately correct your course. If you do not, your coming upward spiral of happiness and good
fortune will spin downward, and you will soon find yourself stuck in the mire of fear, guilt, doubt, anger, and
depression that you are using your finest efforts to overcome.
The negative aspects of the ego will try to run all the programs of doubt, shame, guilt, and fear by which
you were indoctrinated in the past, and try to pass these off as “reality.” An inflated ego will try to convince
you of the lie that this is what you must do to complete this cycle in order to achieve happiness and
abundance. Don’t fall for it.
This is the Coyote aspect of the ego, the trickster and destroyer.
You have done your work to be at the gates of this new and abundant cycle in which the correct strategy is
being made clear. In this cycle you will find the proper way to think and act to achieve the love and
happiness you desire only if your eyes are clear, sober and in the commitment to the greater good of
humankind and the greater good..
In business, as in personal matters, let go of any thoughts, prejudices and words that disparage or limit
others. Refrain from using negative generalities about the opposite sex, and use only the thoughts and
words of honoring and compassion. Take the high road and be a light bearer as now so many of your
brothers and sisters are being consumed by the presence of darkness in the form of greed, abuse and fear.
Quell the negative voice; pay no heed to the voice of the judgmental and critical ego within. In this way you
will not chase away the grace and abundance which you have long desired.
There is a very real possibility that during this cycle of inspiration you will become stressed and tired as you
move forward. There will be much to do, so take time as needed to relax, rejuvenate, and have fun with
your friends and family. You are the shining light now. Share your light and positive energy with those
around you, be they friends or strangers. Raise the vibration around you. Good vibrations are vital now, for
you and for all, give honor to Gaia our Mother, our earth. Shine like the sun at midday and take in the
beauty and joy that you illuminate.
You may have been feeling that you’ve been in bondage as far as your movement toward your goals. Good
news—as the man says:
I see my light come shining
From the west unto the east
Any day now, any day now I
shall be released.*
There is a saying that originated in the lessons of the monks in Tibet. It is the essence of the teaching of
this hexagram: Keep your feet on the ground and your head in the clouds.
* Bob Dylan, “I Shall Be Released,” 1967.
BobbyK
www.bobbyklein.com
www.theempressssecret.com
www.theichingweekly.com
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